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Abstract 

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in non-monotonic reasoning 

systems. Unfortunately, formal rigor has not always kept pace with the enthusiastic pro

pagation of new systems. Formalizing such systems may yield dividends in terms of both 

clarity and correctness. We show that Default Logic is a useful tool for the specification 

and description of non-monotonic systems, and present new results which enhance this 

usefulness. 
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Formalizing Non-Monotonic Reasoning Systems 

Ab■tract 

David W. Etherington 1 

Department of Computer Science 
University of British Columbia 

In recent years, there has been comiderable interest in non-monotonic reasoning 

systems. Unfortunately, formal rigor has not always kept pace with the enthusiastic pro

pagation of new systems. Formalizing such systems may yield dividend8 in terms of both 

clarity and correctness. We show that Default Logic is a useful tool for the specification 

and description o( non-monotonic systems, and present new results which enhance this 

usefulness. 

1. Introduction 

Human common-sense reasonmg appears to rely heavily upon the ability to use 

general rules subject to exceptions; what has been called prototypic or default informa

tion. Virtually none or the decisions one makes everyday are made with complete cer

tainty. With little effort, an endless supply of more or less probable scenarios can be con

structed which contraindicate any chosen course. Yet people are not paralyzed by inde

cision; they continue to act and to decide in spite of all this uncertainty. 

AI researchers have placed great emphasis on this ability to act "rationally" in the 

absence of complete, definitive knowledge about situations. A variety of systems have 

been designed which address various facets of the problem. Unfortunately, many have 

been too informal to allow full understanding of their performance and evaluation or 

their correctness. Conversely, those formal systems which have been developed have 

typically lacked any computationally "realistic II inferer:ce mechanism. While one might 

have hoped for synergy, with a formal system providing a semantic foundation and an 

implementation providing "efficient" computation, this has been slow in coming. 

1 This research was supported in part by an I.W. Killam Predoctoral Fellowship and by an 
NSERC Postgraduate Scholarship. 
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We focus on one formal system, Default Logic [Reiter 1980], and show its usefulness 

in formalizing the semantics of more computationally oriented schemes. Default Logic 

appears to capture many of the intuitions underlying systems for reasoning with incom

plete or prototypic information. This allows it to serve quite naturally as a system 

specification tool. We also present several new results which facilitate this application. 

These include a correct inference procedure and sufficient conditions for coherence of a 

default theory. These conditions considerably simplify the problem of proving a system 

coherent. 

We illustrate the suitability of Default Logic for semantic specification by develop

ing a semantics for the familiar inheritance hierarchies with exceptions. This semantics 

highlights the sources of many of the problems encountered by those trying to develop 

parallel inference algorithms for such structures. Properties of the underlying default 

theories suggest partial solutions to some of these. 

There are a number of related open questions. Some of the more interesting prob

lems and promising directions for future research are discussed briefly in the final sec

tions. 

2. An Introduction to Default Logic 

In common-sense reasonmg, conclusions are often based on both supporting evi

dence and the absence of contradictory evidence. Traditional logics cannot emulate this 

form of reasoning because they lack any means for considering the absence of knowledge. 

Default Logic was developed to address this shortcoming in a principled way, by aug

menting a traditional first-order logic with a mechanism for predicating conclusions on 

the absence of specific know ledge. 

A brief introduction to Def a ult Logic follows. A detailed development can be found 

rn (Reiter 1980]. The discussion is relatively self-contained, but a familiarity with first

order logic is assumed. (See (Mendelson 1964] for an introduction.) Readers already 

familiar with Default Logic may wish to proceed directly to the next section. 

A default theorv, (D,W), consists of a set of firsv-order formulae, W, and a set of 

defaults, D. A default is any expression of the form: 

o(z1, .•. ,zn) : /J(z1, .•• ,zn) 
,(z1, ... ,zn) 

o(z1, ••• ,zn), /J(z1, ••• ,zn), and ,(zi, ... ,zn) are all weJJ-formed formulae whose free 

variables are among Zi, ••• ,zn, and are called the prerequiaite, juati'fication, and conae

quent of the default, respectively. 
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Defaults serve as rules of inference or conjecture, augmenting those normally pro

vided by first-order logic. Under certain conditions, they sanction inferences which could 

not be made in a strictly first-order framework . Ir the prerequisite of a default is known 

and its justification is "consistent" with what is known (i.e. its negation is not prov

able2), then its consequent may be inferred. The consequent's status is akin to that of a 

belief, subject to revision should the justification be denied at some point. Defaults are 

thus non-monotonic inference rules, since the addition of new information which denies 

the justification of a default may invalidate previously derived conclusions. 

Since defaults allow reference to what is not provable in the determination of what 

is provable, the "theorems" of a default theory are not so easy to generate as are those 

of a first-order theory. What is provable both determines and is determined by what is 

not provable. To avoid this apparent circularity, the theorems of a default theory are 

defined by a fixed-point construction. A set, E, is an eztenaion for a default theory, 

L\ = (D, 'W), if and only if it is a fixed-point of an operator which yields a minimal set 

containing W, closed under the provability relation, and containing the consequent of 

any default whose prerequisite is in E and whose justification is consistent with E. More 

formally, if Sis a set of closed formulae and r(S) is the smallest set satisfying the follow

ing three properties: 

(1) WC f(S) 

(2) f(S) = Th(r(S))3 

(3) If O 
: /3 E D and o E r(S) and -./3 ft S then w E f(S). 

w 

then a set Eis an extension for L\ if and only if r(E) = E, i.e. if and only if Eis a fixed 

point of the operator r (Reiter 1980]. 

The defaults in D can be viewed as extending the first-order knowledge, contained 

m W, about an incompletely specified world. An extension is then interpreted as an 

acceptable set of beliefs one may hold about that world. Not every default theory has 

an extension, and some have more than one. The defaults select a restricted subset of 

the models of the underlying first-order theory. Thus any model for an extension of L\ 

will be a model for W; the converse is. generally not true. 

A simple example may help to illustrate. Consider the following default theory: 

W = { Block(A) V Block(B) } 

2 The reader is referred to !Reiter 1980J for a precise definition or "provability". 
3 Th(X) is the closure or the set Xunder first-order provability. i.e. w E Th(X) - X t- w. 
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D = { : -.B/ock(z) } . 
-,8Jock(z) 

While not strictly accurate, free variables in a default may be thought of as implicitly 

universally quantified, with scope covering the whole default. Thus, the above default 

may be loosely interpreted as saying: "If it is consistent to assume that something is not 

a block, do so." This theory has two extensions, E1 and E2: 

E1 = Th( { -,Bfock(A), Block(B), Block(A) V Block(B) } ) 

E2 = Th({ Block(A), -.Block(B), Block(A) V Block(B)}) 

Note that there is no extension containing both -,B/ock(A) and -.Block(B), since no 

model for W contains both. Neither is there an extension with both Block(A) and 

Block(B), since there is no support for concluding both. 

3. Reasoning with Default Logic 

Extensions play a fundamental role in Default Logic. An extension is a set of belieis 

which are in some sense "justified" or "reasonable" in light of what is known about a 

world. Formally, extensions are attractive because they are both well-founded and com

plete: A formula enters an extension, E, only if it is in W, if it is provable from other for

mulae in E, or if it is the consequent of a default whose prerequisites are in E and whose 

justifications are not denied by E; furthermore, every formula which meets these require

ments is in E. The first of these restrictions prevents extensions from containing spuri

ous, unsupported beliefs. The second ensures that justified beliefs are not ignored. The 

restrictions are analogous to those which define the theorems of a first-order theory. 

Since the individual extensions of a default theory are both well-founded and com

plete, it is quite natural to require any default inference system to restrict its conclusions 

to one common extension. If no extension of a theory contains a formula, then it is not 

in any acceptable set of beliefs associated with that theory. If conclusions are drawn 

from different extensions, they may be incompatible. Consider the blocks-world example 

from the previous section. In that example, both -,Block(A) and -.Block(B) are reason

able assumptions. They are drawn from different extensions, however, and concluding 

both leads to inconsistency. 

Since reasonable conclusions must reside in an extension of the default theory under 

consideration, it is clearly important to know whether every theory has extensions. Sim

ply put, the answer is no. For example, the theory: 
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W= {} 

has no extension. Such theories are incoherent; they support no reasonable set of beliefs 

about the world. Beyond pointing out the existence of incoherent theories, the most use

ful answer would include a syntactic characterization of which theories have or do not 

have extensions. While no such characterization is known, there are sufficient conditions 

which guarantee extensions. We present three such conditions below, in order of increas

ing utility. 

A theory, ( { } , W), with no defaults has a unique extension, Th( W), the logical clo

sure of the underlying first-order theory. Of course, this is a trivial default theory. We 

mention it only to emphasize that, since Default Logic is a superset of first-order logic, 

the required results obtain for the area of overlap. 

Distinguishing commonly encountered types of defaults leads to more enlightening 

results. Any default of the form: 

Q : /j 
p 

rn said to be normal. Normal defaults are sufficient for knowledge representation and 

reasoning in many naturally occurring contexts. In fact, they can express any rule whose 

application is subject only to first-order prerequisites and the consistency of its conclu

sion with the rest of what is believed. Rules like: 

"Assume a bird can fly unless you know otherwise.", or 
"Assume a thing is not a block unless it is required to be." 

translate easily into normal defaults: 

Bird( z) : Can-fly( x) 
Can-fly(z) 

and 
: -,Block( z) 
-,B/ock(x) 

The consequent of a normal default is equivalent to its justification. Intuitively, this 

makes the default inapplicable where the consequent has been denied. Such defaults can

not introduce inconsistencies, they cannot refute the justifications of other, already 

applied, normal defaults, nor can they refute their own justifications. This gives rise to 

well-behaved theories. Any theory involving only normal defaults (a normal theory) 

must have at least one extension (Reiter 1980). 

Their broad applicability and the guarantee of coherence makes normal defaults 

attractive for know ledge representation and reasoning. There a:e, however, some types 

of knowledge which normal defaults cannot represent. For example, Reiter and Criscuolo 

[1983) have noticed that def au Its sometimes interact with one another, and that normal 



defaults cannot adequately constrain these interactions. One manifestation of this occurs 

when two defaults with distinct but not mutually exclusive prerequisites have contradic

tory consequents. In such circumstances it is not always clear which default should be 

applied. Commonsense reasoning usually prefers one of the competing defaults by virtue 

of its prerequisite being more specific. This preference cannot be enforced using only 

normal defaults. For example, assume we are given: 

Typical adults are employed. 
Typical high-school dropouts are adults. 
Typical high-school dropouts are not employed. 

This may be expressed by the following normal defaults: 

{ A dult(x) : Emp(oyed(z) Dropout(z): Adult(.:z:) Dropout(z) : -.Employed(:r.)} 
Employed(.:z:) ' Adult(::) ' -.Employed(z) . 

For a given a dropout, this theory can be seen to have two extensions which differ on her 

state of employment. Intuition dictates that we assume she is unemployed. Careful con

sideration shows that the conflict arises because typical dropouts are not typical adults; 

this atypicality should block the transitivity from Dropout through Adult to Employed. 

The first default incorporates no explicit reference to these exceptional circumstances 

which should block its application. One way to address this problem is to require that 

the case under consideration not be a known exceptional case. This requirement is then 

added to the justification. Thus the first default above becomes: 

Adult( i) : Employed( .:z:) /\ -.Dropout( z) 
Employed(x) 

which is not applicable to known dropouts. 

Any default of the form: 

0::/J/\1 
fJ 

is said to be aemi-normal. Semi-normal defaults differ from normal defaults by having 

non-tautologous conjuncts in their justifications which do not occur in their consequents. 

The assurances of well-behavedness associated with normal theories do not carry over to 

theories with semi-normal defaults. For example, the theory: 

W= {} 

D = { :A I\ -.B :B /\ ., C : CI\ -.A } 
A ' B ' C 

(1) 

has no extension. This appears to be a somewhat artificial example, inasmuch as we have 

been unable to find a natural situation which fits this pattern. Which semi-normal 

theories, then, are assured of extensions! Do all "natural" theories have extensions! 

Perhaps pathological examples are merely formal curiosities! We do not purport to 
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answer these questions - partly because of the difficulty of delimiting the class of 

"natural" theories. There is, however, a large class of semi-normal theories which are 

coherent. We characterize this class, which appears to be sufficient for many common 

applications, in the next section. 

4. Ordered Default Theories 

There appears to be a unifying characteristic among default theories without exten

sions. Consider the theory: 

W= {} 

which has no extension. The only reasonable candidates are E1 = Th( { } ) or 

Ei = Th( {-.A}). A is consistent with Ei, so to be an extension E1 must contain -.A, 

which it does not. Similarly, A is inconsistent with Ei, so Ei cannot contain -.A. The 

problem is that the default's justification is denied by its consequent; not applying the 

default forces its application, and vice versa. Returning to the semi-normal theory (1 ), 

we see that applying any one def a ult leaves one other applicable. Applying any two, 

however, results in the denial of the non-normal part of the justifications of at least one 

of them. Any set small enough to be an extension is too small; any set large enough is 

too large. This behaviour is characteristic of theories with no extension; the requirement 

that extensions be closed under the default rules forces the application of defaults :whose 

consequents lead to the denial of justifications of other applied defaults. 

The exact source of the problem can be further isolated by recalling that all normal 

theories have extensions. Since the justification and consequent of normal defaults are 

identical, no applicable default can refute the justifications of an already applied default: 

applied normal def au Its have already asserted their justifications. This means that any 

normal default capable of refuting those justifications is inapplicable, since its 

justifications have already been refuted. It r ollows that that part of the justification 

which distinguishes non-normal defaults from normal defaults is integrally involved in 

making a theory incoherent. Restricting our attention to semi-normal def a ult theories, 

we see that once a default has been applied, only those conjuncts of its justification not 

entailed by its consequent are susceptible to refutation by other defaults. These con

juncts play a key role in the discussion below. 

The conflict between closure under defaults and consistency of justifications can 

occur only if some formula depends on the absence of another and at the same time may 
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serve to support the inference of that formula. In the theory (1) above, for example, A 

depends on the absence of B, Bon that of C, and Con that of A. Hence inferring A 

would block the inference of C, allowing the inference B, which would invalidate the 

inference of A, etc. 

The examples presented so far have involved defaults in their simplest form: 

Q: /J1 /\ · · • /\ /Jn 
w 

where o, w and /Ji are all literals (i.e. atomic formulae or negations of atomic formulae). 

The problem of determining dependencies is more complicated when o, w and /Ji are 

allowed to be arbitrary first-order formulae. For example, the consequent of a default 

may be an implication; applying that default would introduce new dependencies. The 

essential idea remains the same, however: determine whether the dependencies involve 

potentially unresolvable circularities. The following definitions outline a syntactic 

method for determining whether such circularities exist within a semi-normal theory. 

Deflnltlon of << and << 
Let A = (D,W) be a closed,4 semi-normal default theory. Without loss of general

ity, assume all formulae are in clausal form. The partial relations, << and << , on 

Literala X Literala, are defined as follows: 

(1) If o E W then o = (o1 V · · · V on), for some n > 1 . 

For all oi, Oj E {o11 ••• ,on}, if oi ,,f Oj let -,oi << Oj. 

(2) If 6 E D then 6 = 0 
: ~ /\ 1 . Let o 1, .•. On /J1, ... /Je, and ii, ... it be the literals of 

the clausal forms of o, fJ, and ,, respectively. Then 

(i) If Oj E {01, ... ,or} and fJj E {.81, ... ,.Be} let Oj << ,8j. 

(ii) If 1i E { 11, ... ,1t}, ,Bj E {fJ1, .. • ,.Be} and 1i ~ {fJ1, ... ,,89 } let -,,i << /Jj . 

(iii) Also, f1 = fJ1 /\ · · · /\ /Jm , for some m > 1. 

For each i < m, /Ji= (fJi,1 V · · · V /Ji,m), where mi > 1 . 

Thus if fJi,j , Pi,k E {/J1,1, • · • ,/Jm,mm} and /Ji,j 'F /Ji,k let -,fJi,j << fJi,k • 

(3) The expected transitivity relationships hold for << and << . 1.e. 

(i) If o << fJ and fJ << 1 then o << ,. 
(ii) If o << fJ and ,8 << 1 then o << ,. 
(iii) If o << f1 and f1 << ~t or o << /J and fJ << 1 then o << ,. 

4 The definition is readily extensible to open theories using a technique given in !Reiter 
1980]. 



The definition is complex, but the in~ention is that o << fJ or o << fJ if there 

1s any way that o could figure in an inference of fJ in the theory as it stands. The 

intuition behind parts (1) and (2.iii) is that any disjunction of n literals can be 

interpreted as an implication of any one of those literals. e.g. 

(01 V · · · V On)= [(-.01 /\ · · · /\ -.oj-1 /\ -,Ctj+l /\ · · · /\ -.on) :) O'j J. The special 

prominence we have alluded to r or the conjuncts in a justification not entailed by the 

consequent is reflected in part (2.ii) by the use of the distinguished 11 << "relation. The 

negation, -.,i , occurs in part (2.ii) since it is not knowing -.,i which makes ii consistent. 

Definition of OrderedneH 

A semi-normal default theory is said to be ordered if and only if there is no literal, 

o, such that o << o. 

An ordered theory has no potentially unresolvable circular dependencies. The 

theory in example (1) is not ordered, since B << A, C << B, and A << C; hence 

A << A. The theory: 

W= {} 

D = {:AI\ -.B 
A , 

: BI\ -.D 
B 

: ( C :::) D) I\ -.A } 
' ( C:::) D) 

is also not ordered. The defaults give rise to the following relationships: 

(2) 

{B << A}, {D << B}, and { C << D, -.D << -.C, A << -.c, A << D}, 

respectively. Hence A << D << B << A. 

The significance of orderedness for semi-normal default theories 1s shown by 

Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1 

If a aemi-normal default theory i, ordered, then it ha, at leaat one eztenaion. 6 

Normal theories are clearly ordered, since only non-normal defaults give rise to 
11 << " relationships. Thus the coherence of all normal theories is a corollary of 

Theorem 1. This is encouraging inasmuch as it suggests that orderedness is not merely a 

special purpose gimmick but that it subsumes an existing, widely applicable characteri

zation. 

It is important to notice that orderedness is only a sufficient condition for existence 

of extensions. Non-ordered theories have potentially unresolvable circularities but, for 

6 The proofs or this and all other results have been relegated to Appendix I Cor the sake of 
continuity. 
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one reason or another, these circularities do not always interfere. The theory (2) is not 

ordered, but it does have an extension: Th( { B, ( C ::> D)} ). The circularity would cause 

problems, however, if C were added to W: the resulting theory has no extensions. In 

other cases, two or more potential circularities may cancel each other out. At present, we 

do not know whether the given condition can be strengthened to one which is both 

necessary and sufficient for the coherence of semi-normal theories and yet is still decid

able. 

5. Conetructlng Exten11lon• 

Having delineated a large class of theories which have extensions, we turn to the 

problem of generating extensions. Reiter [1980) shows that extensions need not be recur

sively enumerable, and that it is not generally semi-decidable whether a formula is in 

any extension of a theory. Faced with such pessimism, further exploration might seem 

pointless. Still, there are tractable subcases. 

Etherington [1982) has developed a procedure which can generate all the extensions 

of an arbitrary finite default theory.6 The procedure centres on a relaxation style con

straint propagation technique. Extensions are constructed by a series of successive 

approximations. Each approximation, Hj, is built up from the first-order components in 

W by applying defaults, one at a time. At each step, the def a ult to be applied is chosen 

from those, not yet applied, whose prerequisites are "known" and whose justifications 

are consistent with both the previous approximation and the current state of the current 

approximation. When no more defaults are applicable, the procedure continues with the 

next approximation. If two successive approximations are the same, the procedure is said 

to converge. 

The choice of which default to apply at each step of the inner loop may introduce a 

degree of non-determinism. Generality requires this non-determinism, however, since 

theories do not necessarily have unique extensions. Deterministic procedures can be con

structed for theories which have unique extensions, or if full generality is not required. 

be,. 

In the presentation of the procedure, below, CONSEQUENT( 0 
: fJ) is defined to 

'Y 

e A finite theory is one with only finitely many variables, constant symbols, predicate 
letters, and defaults. No function symbols are allowed, except or course the 0-ary function sym
bols, the constants. These restrictions make the universe or discourse (or Her brand Universe) 
finite, ensuring only a finite number of dosed instances or open defaults. 



H0 - W; j-0; 
repeat 
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j - j + 1; ho - W; GD0 - { } ; i - O; 
repeat 

ct : /3 Di - { - E D I (hi I- a),(~ ff- -.13), (Hj-1 ff- -.13) }; 
"Y 

if -.null(Di - GDi) then 
choose 6 from (Di - GDi); 

GDi+l - GDj U {6}; 
~+1 - ~ U { CONSEQUENT(6)}; endif; 

i- i + 1; 

until null(Di-l - GDi_i); 

~ = hi-1 

until H = H- 1 J J-

To see how this procedure works, consider the theory: 

W= {A} 

D = { A : B A : C B: D B: -.DA -.C} 
B ' C ' D ' -,D ' 

which has the unique extension, Th({A,B,C,D}). The procedure can generate any of the 

following sequences of approximations: 

H0={A} 

H1={A,B,-.D,C} 

H2={A,B,C} 

H3={A,B,D,C} 

H4=Ha 

H0=(A} 

H1={A,C,B,D} 

H2=H1 

H0={A} 

H1={A,B,C,D} 

H2=H1 

(The formulae m each approximation are listed in the order in which they are 

derived.) In the first sequence of approximations, -.D occurs in H1 because it can be 

inf erred in h-i before C is inferred in "3. 
Etherington [1982) proves: 

There ia a converging computation auch that Hn = Hn-l and Th(Hn) = E if and 
only if E ia an e:itenaion for the default theory (D, W). 

In other words, the procedure can return every extension, and only extensions are 

returned. This result falls short in two respects: First, while the procedure can converge 

on every extension, there are appeals to non-provability. In general, such tests are not 

computable, since arbitrary first-order formulae are involved. There are computable sub

cases, however. If the set 
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W LJ { 0 I O' : /J E D} LJ {/J I O : /J E D} 
1 1 

belongs to a decision class for first-order provability, extensions are computable. Propo

sitional and Monadic theories fall into this class, as do finite theories, provided W is also 

finite. 

The second shortcoming is that some finite theories admit non-converging computa

tions. The procedure may never terminate even though the theory has an extension and 

each step is computable. In such cases, the procedure cycles forever between two or more 

distinct H/s. Fortunately this cyclic behaviour seems to be caused by features similar to 

those which make theories incoherent. We have characterized certain classes of ordered 

theories for which the procedure is more well-behaved. 

Theorem 2 shows that one such class is the class of ordered, hierarchical theories. 

A default theory, A = (D, W), is hierarchical if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) W contains only: 

a) Literals (i.e. Atomic formulae or their negations), and 

b) Disjuncts of the form (o V /J) where o and /J are literals. 

(2) D contains only normal and semi-normal defaults of the form: 

o : /J a : /J A 11 A · · · A "Yn 
/J or fJ 

where o, /J, and "Yi are literals. 

Theorem 2 

For finite, ordered, hierarchical theoriea, the procedure given above alwaya 
convergea on an eztenaion. 

We will have more to say about hierarchical theories in the next section. 

We conjecture that Theorem 2 can he generalized to apply to arbitrary ordered 

semi-normal theories, hut we have no proof. The proof may require a more restrictive 

definition of Di in the procedure, viz 

instead of 

Q • /J 
Di = {-· - E D I o E k. , k. ff -.fJ ,HH ff -.p} 

1 

but it can he shown that all the results of [Etherington 1982] and the current paper still 

hold for the stronger version, so this should present no problems. 
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For normal theories, an even stronger result can be proved: 

Theorem 3 

For finite normal theoriea, the procedure given above alwaya convergea on an 
extenaion immediately - i.e. Th(Hi) ia alwaya an eztenaion. 

With these tools, we turn our attention to our stated goal: formalizing the seman

tics of non-monotonic inference systems. 

e. Inheritance Hierarchies with Exceptlon11 

To illustrate the suitability of Def a ult Logic for formalizing the semantics of non

monotonic systems, we consider an application familiar to most of the AI community. 

Semantic networks have been widely adopted as a representational mechanism for Al. In 

such networks, "inference" is equated with inheritance of properties by nodes from their 

superiors. Recent work has considered the effects of allowing exceptions to inheritance 

within networks [Brachman 1982; Etherington and Reiter 1983; Fahlman 1979; Fahlman 

et al 1981; Touretzky 1982; Winograd 1980]. Such exceptions represent either explicit or 

implicit cancellation of the normal property inheritance which networks enjoy. 

In the absence of exceptions, an inheritance hierarchy is a taxonomy organized by 

the usual IS-A relation, as in Figure 1. 

ANIMAL 

~ 1 ~ 
REPTILE MAMMAL INSECT 

/~ 
DOG CAT 

/~ 
POODLE AFGHAN 

T 
Fifi 

Figure 1 - Fragment of a taxonomy. 

Schubert [1976] and Hayes [1977] have argued that inheritance hierarchies correspond 



quite naturally to certain theories of first-order logic. e.g. 

POODLE(F1f1) 
\;/ z. POODLE(z) :::> DOG(z) 

\;/ z. DOG(z) :) MAMMAL(z) 

\J z. MAMMAL(z) :::> ANJMAL(z) 
etc. 

Such a correspondence can be viewed as providing the semantics which 11semantic 1
' net

works had previously lacked [Woods 1975]. The significant features of this semantics are 

these: 

(1) 

(2) 

Inheritance is a logical property of the representation. Given that POODLE(F1fi) , 
MAMMAL(Fi/1) is provable from the given formulae. Inheritance is the repeated 
application of modus ponens. 
The node labels of such a hierarchy are unary predicates: e.g. DOG(•), ANIMAL(•). 

(3) No exceptions to inheritance are possible. If Fifi is a poodle, she must be an animal, 
regardless of any other properties she enjoys. 

Unfortunately, this correspondence no longer applies when exceptions to inheritance 

are allowed. The logical properties of hierarchies change drastically when exceptions are 

permitted. For example, consider the following facts about elephants: 

(1) Elephants are gray, except for albino elephants. 
(2) All albino elephants are elephants. 

Common-sense reasoning about "elephants" allows one, given an individual elephant not 

known to be an albino, to infer that she is gray. Subsequent discovery - perhaps by 

observation - that she is an albino elephant forces the retraction of the conclusion 

about her grayness. Thus, common-sense reasoning about exceptions is non-monotonic, 

in the sense that new information can invalidate previously derived facts. This non

monotonicity precludes the use of first-order representations, like those used for taxo

nomies, for formalizing hierarchies with exceptions. 

We establish a correspondence between hierarchies with exceptions and hierarchical 

default theories. This correspondence provides a formal semantics and a notion of correct 

inference for such networks. As was the case for IS-A hierarchies, inheritance will 

emerge as a logical feature of the representation. Those properties Pi, · · · ,P0 which an 

individual, b, inherits will be precisely those for which P 1( b), • · · ,P0 ( b) all belong to a 

common extension of the default theory. Should the theory have multiple extensions -

an undesirable feature, as we shall see - then b may inherit different sets of properties 

depending on which extension is chosen. 

To see how defaults might be used to represent hierarchies with exceptions, con

sider the elephant example, which can be represented by the default theory: 

W = {\;/ z. Albino-Elephant(z) :::) Elephant(z)} 
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D = { Elephant(:i) : Groy(z) A -.Albino-Elephant(z) }. 
Groy(z) 

It is easy to see that if we are told only Elephant(Fred) then, so far as we know, 

Gray(Frea) I\ -.Albino-Elephant(Fred) is consistent; hence Gray(Fretl) may be inferred. 

Given only Albino-Elephant(Sue) one can conclude Elephant(Sue) using first-order 

knowledge, but Albino-Elephant(Sue) "blocks" the application of the default, preventing 

the derivation of Grou(Sue), as required. 

We adopt a network representation with five link types. Other approaches to inher

itance may omit one or more of these, but our formalism subsumes these. The five link 

types,T with their translations to default logic, are: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Strict IS-A: A. ► .B: A's are alw_ars B's. Since this is universally true, we 
identify it with t he first order formula: 'r;/ z. A(z) ::> .B(z). 

Strict ISN'T-A: A. 11 11 11 11 ► .B: A's are never B's. 
Again, this is a universal statement, identified with: \;J :i. A(z) ::> -.B(:i). 

Default IS-A: A.- - -> .B: Normally A's are B's, but there may be exceptions. 
To provide for except.ions, we identify this with a default: 

A(z): .B(z) 
B(z) 

Default ISN'T-A: A. I 11 Ill > .B: Normally A's are not B's, but exceptions are 
allowed. Identified with: 

A( z) : -.B( z) 
-.B(:i) 

Exception: A.- - - - - -> 
The exception link has no independent semantics; it serves only to make explicit 
the exc ptions, if any, to the above default links. There must alway be a default 
link at the head of an exception link; t he exception then alters the semantics of 
that defaul t link. There are two types of default links with exceptions; their graphi
cal structures and translations are shown in Figure 2. 

1 Note that strict and default links are distinguished by solid and open arrowheads, respec
tively. 



B A(z): B(z) /\ ...,C1(z) /\ · · · /\ ...,cn(z) 

B(z) 

1~ ... _ ...... ,: ... ... ... ... .. 
. ..... '· ... ',. 

A 

B A(z): ...,B(z) /\ ...,C1(z) /\ · · · A -.Co(z) 
-,B(z) 

f" " ....... -....... .... .... .... .... 
. '· ... ' 

A 

Figure 2 - Links with exceptions. 
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We illustrate with an example from [Fahlman et al 1981]. 

Molluscs are normally shell-bearers. 
Cephalopods must be Molluscs but normally are not shell-bearers. 
Nautili must be Cephalopoda and must be shell-bearers. 

Our network representation of these facts is given in Figure 3. 

Shell-bearer 

Mollusc I \' Cephalopod 
\ 

t I 
I 

Nautilus 
,, 

Figure 9 - Network representation of our knowledge about Molluscs. 

The corresponding default theory is: 

{ M( x) : s;~(~t ..,C(x), (x).C(x) :::> M(x), (z).N(z) :::> C(x), 

C(x): -,Sb(() t-.N(x)' (x) .N(x) :::> Sb(x) }. 
-,Sb X 

Given a particular Nautilus, this theory has a unique extension in which it is also a 

Cephalopod, a Mollusc, and a Shell-bearer. A Cephalopod not known to be a Nautilus 

will turn out to be a Mollusc with no shell. 

It is instructive to compare our network representations with those of NETL [Fahl

man et al 1981). A basic difference is that in NETL there are no strict links; all IS-A and 

ISN'T-A links are potentially cancellable and hence are defaults. Moreover, NETL allows 

exception (•UNCANCEL) links only for ISN'T-A (•CANCEL) links. If we restrict the 

graph of Figure 3 to NETL-like links, we get Figure 4, which is essentially the graph 

given by Fahlman. 
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Shell-bearer 

Mollusc 

Cephalopod 

Nautilus 

Figure -I - NETL-like network representation of our knowledge 
about Molluscs. 

This network corresponds to the theory: 

{ M(x) : Sb(x) C(x) : M(x) N( x) : C(x) 
Sb(x) 1 M( x) ' C(x) ' 

C(x) : -,Sb(x) & -,N(x) N(x) : Sb(x) } 
-,sb(x) I Sb(x) . 

As before, a given Nautilus will also be a Cephalopod, a Mollusc, and a Shell-bearer. A 

Cephalopod not known to be a Nautilus, however, gives rise to two extensions, 

corresponding to an ambivalence about whether or not it has a shell. While counter

intuitive, this merely indicates that an exception to shell-bearing, namely being a 

Cephalopod, has not been explicitly represented in the network. Default Logic resolves 

the ambiguity by making the exception explicit, as in Figure 3. NETL, on the other 

hand, cannot make this exception explicit in the graphical representation, since it does 

not permit exception links to point to IS-A links. 

How then does NETL conclude that a Cephalopod is not a Shell-bearer, without 

also concluding that it is a Shell-bearer! NETL resolves such ambiguities by means of 

an inference procedure which prefers shortest paths. Interpreted in terms of Default 

Logic, this "shortest path heuristic" is intended to favour one extension of the default 

theory. Thus, in the example above, the path from Cephalopod to -,Shell-bearer is 

shorter than that to Shell-bearer so that, for NETL, the former wins. Unfortunately, this 

heuristic is not sufficient to replace the excluded exception type in all cases. Reiter and 

Criscuolo (1983] and Etherington [1982] show that it can lead to conclusions which are 

unintuitive or even invalid - i.e. not in any extension. Fahlman et al [1981] and 

Touretzky [1981, 1982] have also observed that shortest path algorithms can lead to 

anomalous conclusions. They describe attempts to restrict the form of networks to 

exclude structures which admit such problems. One effect of these restrictions is to 
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permit only networks whose corresponding default theories have unique extensions. 

An inference algorithm for network structures is correct only if it can be shown to 

derive conclusions all of which lie within a single extension of the underlying default 

theory. This criterion rules out shortest path inference for unrestricted networks. This is 

unfortunate, since shortest path inference has been popular for its relative efficiency and 

ease of implementation. Our results are not entirely pessimistic, however. Any network 

constructed using the five link-types given above corresponds to a hierarchical default 

theory. By insisting that any network constructed must correspond to an ordered 

theory, the coherence of a network knowledge representation system can be assured. For 

such systems, the procedure given in Section 5 is a correct and always converging infer

ence algorithm. 

It turns out that orderedness can be assured without reference to the full complex

ity of the mechanism described in Section 4. It is easy to see that any acyclic hierarchy 

gives rise to an ordered theory. The same is true if only the subgraph consisting of all 

IS-A links and explicit exceptions thereto has no cycles involving at least one exception 

link, or if there are no explicit exceptions to IS-A links. 

In addition to pointing out the inadequacies of shortest path inferencing and to 

providing sufficient conditions for coherence and a correct inference mechanism, the 

semantics we have presented clarifies some of the outstanding problems in network infer

ence. One of these, how to perform inferences in parallel, is considered in the next sec

tion. 

'1. Parallel Network Inference Algorlthma 

The computational complexity of inheritance problems, combined with some 

encouraging examples, has sparked interest in the possibility of determining inheritance 

in parallel. Fahlman [1979] has proposed a massively parallel machine architecture, 

NETL. NETL assigns one processor to each predicate in the knowledge base. "Inferenc

ing" is performed by nodes passing "markers" to adjacent nodes in response to their 

own state and that of their immediate neighbours. Fahlman suggests that such architec

tures could achieve logarithmic speed improvements over traditional serial machines. 

The formalization of inheritance hierarchies as def a ult theories suggests, however, 

that there might be severe limitations to this approach. For example, correct inference 

requires that all conclusions share a common extension. For networks with more than 

one extension, inter-extension interference effects mu.st be prevented. This seems impossi

ble for a one pass parallel algorithm with purely local communication, especially in view 

of the inadequacies of the shortest path heuristic. 
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Even in knowledge bases with unique extensions, structures requiring an arbitrarily 

large radius of communication can be created. For example, the def a ult theories 

corresponding to the networks in Figure 5 each have unique extensions. A network infer

ence algorithm must reach F before propagating through B in the first network and 

F 2~ .- B 

E '\ 

D '· 
A \ 

F 
4·~ . --. B 

E '\ 
D '\_ 

A '\ 

Figure 5 - Problema for local inheritance algorithma. 

conversely in the second. The salient distinctions between the two networks are not 

local; hence they cannot be utilized to guide a purely local inference mechanism to the 

correct choices. Similar networks can be constructed which defeat marker-passing algo

rithms with any fixed radius. 

This has prompted Touretzky (1981] to characterize a restricted class of network 

structures which admit parallel inferencing algorithms. In part, his restrictions appear 

to exclude networks whose corresponding def a ult theory has more than one extension. 

Unfortunately, it is unclear how these restrictions affect the expressive power of the 

resulting networks. Moreover, Touretzky has observed that it is not possible to deter

mine in parallel whether a network satisfies these restrictions. 

Provided the network in question corresponds to an ordered theory, a form of lim

ited parallelism can be achieved without sacrificing correctness. The key to this result 
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lies in partitioning the network into subnetworks which are suitable for parallel process

ing. Essentially, each node in the network is numbered according to the number of 

exception links apon which it depends. This assigns each node to the lowest "level" pos

sible while preserving the ordering amongst the nodes induced by the " << " and 

" << " relations. Since the network is ordered, this can be done in parallel, in finite 

time proportional to the longest chain in the network. Processing then proceeds in k 

parallel steps, where k is the number of the highest level to which nodes were assigned. 

At step n, all links having exceptions which were asserted at step n-1 are disabled. The 

resulting sub-network, consisting of all remaining links impinging on nodes at levels less 

than or equal to n, is processed in parallel, ignoring exception links, with markers pro

pagating from nodes asserted at step n-1. The "nodes asserted at level O" are those in 

Th( W). These correspond to the nodes for which the network is "activated". The result 

after step k is an extension.8 

There are two caveats associated with this procedure: If both positive and negative 

markers reach a node in the same step, one must be chosen. Either choice will lead to an 

extension; we do not consider other ramifications of such choices here. Second, the algo

rithm assumes that all strict links propagate instantaneously. If this is not the case, 

each step in the algorithm must be followed by propagation along strict links, resolving 

conflicts as above. Note that conflicts are always resolved by changing assignments at 

the current level. 

Provided that the inviolability of strict links is maintained, that default links are 

active only if their prerequisites are asserted and their justifications have not been 

denied, and that no node and its negation are asserted together (conflict resolution), any 

reasonable propagation algorithm (parallel or otherwise) may be used at each step.9 

To illustrate the construction, we apply it to the moderately complex network of 

Figure 6. Rather than restrict ourselves to a particular parallel propagation algorithm at 

each step, we present a table showing all possibilities. 

8 This construction is that used in the proor or Theorem 1, where it is shown to yield an ex
tension. 

11 To see this, it is necessary only to note that each step is, effectively, dealing with a normal 
theory. Arguments similar to those used in the proor or Theorem 3 can be used to show that the 
order or propagation is immaterial. 
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A 

Figure 6- A multi-level inheritance graph. 

The corresponding default theory, simplified to the propositional case and "activated" 

for A, is: 

W = {A, (A ::> B), (A ::> C)} 

D = { A : -iD A : -iF B : D C : F B : E 
-,D ' -iF ' D ' ---r, ~' 
E: GI\ -iD 

G 

I : -. JI\ -i ll } 
-,J 

G : H E : / /\ -iF 
H ' I 

The defaults above have been grouped according to the level to which their consequents 

are assigned (see Table 1). Table 2 shows the possibilities at each step; alternatives are 

Level Literals 

1 A,B,C,D,-,D,E,F,-.F,-,H 
2 G, H, I 
3 -,J 

Table 1 - Levels of literals. 

shown in separate columns, with major rows corresponding to steps in the algorithm. 



Step 1 A,B,C,E,-,H 

D,F D,-,F -,D,F -,D, -,F 

Step 2 I G I, G 

Step 3 -,J -,J 

Table 2 - Possible outcomes using different propagation schemes. 

Thus the algorithm can, depending on the nature of the parallel marker propagation 

procedure, find: 

E0 = Th(WU {A, B, C, E, -,H, D, F}) 
E1 = Th( WU {A, B, C, E, -,H, D, -,F, I, -,J}) 
E2 = Th(WU {A, B, C, E, -,H, -,D, F, G}) 
E3 = Th(WU {A, B, C, E, -,H, -,D, -,F, I, G, -,J}) 

all of which are extensions. Significantly, no choice of parallel procedure will enable the 

algorithm to find the theory's other four extensions: 

E4 = Th(WLJ {A, B, C, E, H, D, F}) 
E5 = Th(WLJ {A, B, C, E, H, D, -,F, J}) 
E6 = Th(WLJ {A, B, C, E, H, -,D, F, G}) 
E-, = Th( W LJ {A, B, C, E, H, -,D, -,F, G, J}) 

because -,His at level 1 and so can (and must) be inferred at step 1. H, being at level 2, 

is thus precluded before it can be inferred. We have not yet characterized the biases 

which this inability to find all extensions would induce in a reasoner. 

Another potential problem with this approach stems from the fact that many net

work inference systems "prefer" one link-type over another (e.g. negation may override 

assertion). By breaking the network into sub-networks which are processed in turn, the 

ability to globally assert these preferences may be lost. We have three responses to this . 

First, many of these preferences are not well-defined, and break down when pressed (c.r. 

race conditions in (Fahlman et al 1981 ]). The inability to exhibit incorrect behaviour can 

hardly be called a liability. Second, given a well-defined preference scheme, it must 

preserve correctness: all inferences must lie in a single extension. If such a scheme exists 

which cannot be implemented within the confines outlined above, some other inference 

procedure will be required. Given the problems already observed with parallelism, we 

doubt that a parallel or quasi-parallel marker-passing algorithm can be found which 

takes global considerations into account {at least in unrestricted networks). Finally, if 

network structure is restricted, in the manner suggested by Touretzky [1981], so that 

resulting theories have unique extensions, the above algorithm produces the same results 

as any correct procedure. 



1. Truth Maintenance 

Another candidate for formalization using Default Logic is what has been variously 

called "Truth Maintenance" [Doyle, 1979; McAllester, 1978}, "Tenability Maintenance" 

[McDermott & Doyle, 1980], "Belief Revision" [Doyle & London, 1Q80], and "Reason 

Maintenance" [Doyle, 1982a, IQ82b}. A Truth Maintenance System (TMS) maintains a 

database of facts and justifications in such a way that its state agrees with the 

justifications. Each fact in the database is associated with a node in the TMS. The TMS 

tries to establish a maximal, contradiction free, set of nodes supported by the 

justifications. These nodes are made in and the co!"responding fact is "believed"; the 

remaining nodes are out and not believed. 

Like networks with exceptions and Default Logic, the TMS allows non

monotonicity. Justifications function similarly to defaults; they allow belief to be predi

cated on the lack of certain beliefs as well as on the acceptance of other beliefs. A 

justification for a node consists of two disjoint sets of nodes, the "inlist" and the 

"outlist". A node is brought in if and only if all the nodes on its inlist and none of those 

on its outlist are in. The truth maintenance process involves finding a weU-f ounded set 

of nodes which satisfies the justifications. (The "well-founded" qualification rules out cir

cularities, ensuring that no group of nodes is in, each for no other reason than because 

all the others are.) Whenever new facts or justifications are added to the knowledge 

base, the process is repeated. 

Like many Al systems, TMS's have lacked rigorous semantic specifications, subsist

ing on intuitive descriptions and, sometimes, large program listings. The apparent 

correspondence of inlists and outlists to the prerequisites and justifications of defaults 

suggests that Default Logic can be used to provide a clear semantics for Truth Mainte

nance. Doyle himself [1Q82a, 1982b} has recently recognized the importance of "concise, 

exact specifications" for TMS's. He has addressed this problem using a formal system 

somewhat more abstract than Default Logic. While inconclusive, his results are 

encouraging. They have also highlighted facets of his TMS which could be improved. 

A correspondence between truth maintenance and Default Logic should provide a 

number of benefits, including: 

(1) A clearly defined, understandable, and correct TMS, 

(2) A more effici nt inferen.ce procedure for Default Logic , utilizing approporiate tech
niques from TMS's. For example, the extension construction procedure Crom Section 
5 is superficially similar to the relaxation constraint propagation techniques used in 
some TMS's. Can better performance be obtained without sacrificing the 
procedure's generality! 
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A better understanding of how default theories evolve when new information is 
added. The primary function of a TMS is to maintain a database as information is 
added over time. Little consideration has been given to the effects of adding inf or
mation to a default theory. 

U. Queatlona and Conclualon11 

We have suggested that Default Logic is an excellent tool for formalizing the rea

soning processes involved in AI systems. Our intention in doing so has not been to 

diminish such systems in any way, but rather to provide a metric by which they can be 

measured and compared. A Default Logic specification of a system's semantics can pro

vide both a more complete visualization of how the system performs and a guarantee 

that that performance is coherent. 

To facilitate such applications, we have presented new results on Default Logic. 

We have characterized a large class of theories for which coherent reasoning is always 

possible (i.e. theories which always have at least one extension), and provided a totally 

correct inference algorithm for a subclass of these theories. 

It might be - and has been - argued that a declarative formalism such as Default 

Logic is inadequate for the tasks of knowledge representation and reasoning. While we 

clearly disagree with this position, we expect Default Logic to be useful even to "pro

ceduralists". Even if some system were fundamentally more than the sum of its declara

tive content, Default Logic could be used to formalize that declarative content. The 

non-declarative "control" information could then be treated as an inference algorithm 

for the resulting default theory. The correctness of the system would be determined by 

whether this inference algorithm was correct with respect to the proof theory of Default 

Logic. 

By formalizing inheritance hierarchies with exceptions using Default Logic we have 

provided them with a precise semantics. This in turn allowed us to identify the notion of 

correct inference in such a hierarchy with that of derivability within a single extension of 

the corresponding default theory. We provided an inference algorithm for ordered inher

itance hierarchies with exceptions which is provably correct with respect to this concept 

of derivability. 

Our formalization suggests that for unreatricted hierarchiea, it may not be possible 

to realize massively parallel marker-passing hardware of the kind envisaged by NETL. 

It appears that the best that can be achieved for such hierarchies is a restricted, quasi

parallel inference algorithm. We have sketched such an algorithm, but have shown that 

not every set of conclusions justified by the hierarchy is accessible to it. It remains to be 



seen whether the limitations imposed by the algorithm are acceptable. Fortunately, these 

pessimistic observations do not preclude parallel architectures for suitably restricted 

hierarchies. 

(1) 
There are a num her of open problems: 
Is there a natural class of inheritance hierarchies with exceptions which admits a 
parallel inference algorithm yet does not preclude the representation of our 
common-sense knowledge about taxonomies! 

(2) Define such a parallel algorithm and prove its correctness with respect to the 
derivability relation of Default Logic. 

(3) 

(4) 

In connection with (1), notice that it is natural to restrict attention to those hierar
chies whose corresponding default theories have unique extensions. Characterize 
such hierarchies. 

In spite of its demonstrated shortcomings, the shortest path heuristic continues to 
be widely used. Is this because it approximates some common-sense inference 
mechanjsm for which no better characterization has been _known! Touretzky 
(1983b) explores this hypothesis, and presents a refined heuristic which avoids som e 
of the shortest path heuristic's failures. We have not attempted to analyze whether 
this new heuristic results in correct inferences, but we feel such analysis would be 
fruitful. 

Defaults, in one form or another, are extremely common in AI. Reiter [1978, 1980] 

discusses a wide variety of common situations to which they can be applied, including 

several Al knowledge representation schemes. We expect that many of these may be 

amenable to analysis using the approach we have outlined. If some are not, two interest

ing possibilities arise: the features not so amenable may prove incorrect or inessential, or 

they may point out shortcomings of Default Logic. One hopes that either result will lead 

to progress in the field. 
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Appendix I - Proof• of Theorems 

Background Information 

There are a few definitions and results due to Reiter [1980] on which we draw freely 

in the following proofs. We reproduce them here for the reader's convenience. 

1) Theorem 0.1 [Reiter 1980, Theorem 2.1] 
00 

Eis an extension for A= (D, W) if and only if E = U Ei, where 
i=O 

E0 = W, and for i>O 

2) The Generating Default~ for E with respect to A are defined as: 

GD(E,A) = { 0 
: /J E D I o E E, -.fJ ~ E} 

w 

3) Ir D is a set of defaults, then CONSEQUENTS(D) is defined, as one would expect, as: 

CONSEQUENTS(D) = {w I O
: /J ED} 
w 

4) Theorem 0.2 [Reiter 1980, Theorem 2.5] 

Ir Eis an extension for A = (D, W), then 

E = Th(W U CONSEQUENTS(GD(E,A))). 

5) Theorem 0.3 [Reiter 1980, Corollary 2.2) 

Ir E is an extension for A = (D, W), then E is consistent if and only if Wis. 

In the proofs which follow, we will usually assume that formulae are in clausal 

form: i.e. expressed as a conjunction of disjunctions or literals. We define the functions 

CLAUSES(·) and LITERALS(·) as follows: 

Ir /J = (.81,1 V · · · V /J1,m1) A · · · /\ (/Jm,l V · · · V /Jm,m) then 

CLAUSES (fJ) - {(/Ji,1 V · · · V /Ji,m) I 1 < i < m } 

LITERALS (/J) - {/Ji,j I 1 < i < m, 1 < j < mi } 

Abusing the notation so mew hat we sometimes use CLAUSES (r ), where r is a set of 

1 Note the explicit rererence to E in the definition or Ei+l· 



formulae, to refer to U OLA USES (r). 
1E r 
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We will define other notation as it is required. 

Lemma 1.1 

If Ei (i > 0) is an extension for the default theory Ai = (Di, Ei-1
) and E-1 = W, then 

the following are equivalent: 

(1) o E Ei 

(2) Ei f- o 
i 

(3) (WU U CONSEQUENTS (GD(Er, Ar))) f- o 
r=O 

Proof 

(1) o E Ei +-+ Ei f- o 

This follows from the fact that Ei is an extension and thus logically closed. 

i 
(2) Ei t- o +-+ (WU U CONSEQUENTS (GD(Er, Ar))) t- o 

r=O 

If Eis an extension for A, then by Theorem 0.2 we know that 

E = Th(W U CONSEQUENTS(GD(E, A))). 

Hence Ei = Th(Ei-t U CONSEQUENTS(GD(Ei, Ai))) 

= Th(Th(Ei-2 U CONSEQUENTS(GD(Ei-i, Ai_i))) 

U CONSEQUENTS(GD(Ei, Ai))) 

= Th(Th · · ·(WU CONSEQUENTS (GD(E0
, A0))) 

U · · · U CONSEQUENTS(GD(Ei, Ai))) 

Since Th(Th(A) U B) = Th(A U B), 
i 

Ei = Th(W U U CONSEQUENTS(GD(Er, Ar))). 
r=O 

From this, the result follows by the definition of Tb. 

QED Lemma 1.1 
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Definition 1.2 

Let ~ = (D,W) be a closed, semi-normal default theory. Without loss or general

ity, assume all formulae are in clausal form. The partial relations, << and << , on 

Literala X Literala , are defined as follows: 

(1) If o E W then o = (o1 V · · · V on) , for some n > 1 . 

For all oi, Oj E {o1, ... , on}, if Oj :/: Oj let -.oi << Oj. 

(Since: (o1 V · • · V on)= [(-.o1 /\ · · · /\ -.oj-l /\ -.oj+l /\ · · · /\ -.on) ::> oj]) 

(2) Ir 6 E D then 6 = 0 
: ~ /\ 1 . Let o 1, ... or, /J1, ... /J8 , and 11, ... ,, be the literals of 

the clausal forms or o, {J, and 1 , respectively. Then 

(i) If oi E { o 1, ... , or} and /Jj E {/J1, ... , /38 } let Oj << /Jj . 

(ii) If 'Yi E { 11, ... , ,t}, /Jj E {/31, ... , /Je} and 'Yi ~ {/J1, ... , /38 } let -.,i << /Jj . 

(iii) Also, /J = /31 /\ · · · /\ /Jm , for some m > 1. 

For each i < m, /Ji = (/Ji,l V · · • V /Ji,m) , where mi > 1 . 

Thus if /Ji,j , /Ji,k E {/31,1, , . , , /Jm,m) and /Ju 'F /Ji,k let -,/Ji,j << /Ji,k . 

(3) The expected transitivity relationships hold for << and << . i.e. 

(i) Ir o << /J and /J << 1 then a << ,. 
(ii) If o << /J and /J << 1 then o << ,. 
(iii) Ir o << /3 and /3 << 1 or o << /J and /J << 1 then o << 1. 

Definition 1.3 

A semi-normal default theory is said to be ordered iff there is no literal, o, such 

that o << o. 

Definition 1.4 

For a closed, semi-normal default theory, t:,,. == (D, W), define the Univerae of~, 

U(t:,,.), as follows: 

U(t:,,.) = {o Io E Literala and [ =1 e. ((o V e) E CLAUSES(W U CONSEQUENTS(D))] 

or [(..,o V e) E CLAUSES(W U CONSEQUENTS(D))]]} 

U {oi I =1 o,/J,,. 0
: /3 ED and oi E L/TERALS(o)} 

'Y 
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U {-,1i I =l 0,/3,1. 
0

: j f\' ED and 1i E LITERALS(,)} 

Observe that e may be the null clause. 

Definition 1.6 

For a closed, ordered, semi-normal default theory, A= (D, W), we define the func-

tion I : U(A) J-+ N, as follows: 

If o,/J E U(A) and o << fJ then I (o) < I (fJ). If o << /J then I (fJ) > I (o)+l. 

If /3 E U(A) and for no o E U(A) is (o << fJ) or (o << /J) then I (fJ) = 0. 

If n EN, /J E U(A), and I (fJ) > n then =1 o E U(A). (o << /3) and I (o) = n. 

Since A is ordered, I is well defined. Observe that I is a total function on U(A) which 

assigns a natural number to each literal in U(A). I (o) may be thought of as the length 

of the longest chain of semi-normal defaults which could figure in an inference of o. 

Definition 1 .G 

If fJ is a closed formula, and the clausal form of fJ is 

then define IMAx(fJ) = MAX(/ (,Bi)) 

Lemma 1.7 

Ir A = (D, W) is an ordered, closed, semi-normal default theory, then there is a 

partition, {DJ, for D induced by: 

, 
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Proof 

Clearly LITERALS(CONSEQUENTS({6 ED})) CU(~), and I is total on U(~). 

Therefore: 1) Ir;/ 6 ED. Ir;/ i. lr;j j. (6 E Di/\ 6 E Dj) - i = j. 

QED Lemma 1. 7 

Corollary 1.8 

Ir 6 E D0, then 6 is a normal default. 

Proof 

QED Corollary 1.8 

Corollary 1.9 

Ir i > 0 and Di ,': { } , there is at least one non-normal (i.e. semi-normal) default in Di· 

Proof 

Ir Di contains only normal defaults, then the minimality of I guarantees that 

IMIN( CONSEQUENTS(Di)) < i, which is a contradiction. 

QED Corollary 1.9 
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Lemma 1.10 

If r is consistent, if IMAx(-,f:J) < j, and if I h) is defined for all; E LITERALS (r), 

then there is a linear resolution refutation of f:J from r if and only if there is a linear 

resolution refutation of f:J from 'If, where 'If Cr and ,/J E 'If++ IMIN(,/J) < j. 

Proof 

The proof is by construction of such a refutation. 

Since r is consistent, if there is a refutation of fJ from r, there is a refutation with top 

clause in CLAUSES (,8). i.e. 

and R0 E CLAUSES (/J), C0 E r. 

We proceed by induction on the steps in the refutation. 

base 

Assume fJ is in clausal form, i.e. 

/J = /Ji A ' · · A .Bn and /Ji = /Ji,l V · · · V /Ji n• • 
o I 

By hypothesis, 1(-,/Ji,r) < J, Without loss of generality, assume that 

Ro== /11 = /J1,1 V · · · V /J1,n
1 

, that C0 = C0,1 V · · · V Co,m
0 

, and that C0,1 

resolves on /J1,1 to produce R1• 

Thus C01 == -.,911 so I (C01 ) < j and IM1JC0) < j . It follows that C0 E 'If . 
' ' ' 
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Thus, if R1 = R1,1 V · · · V R1,t then 't/ s. l (-,R1,s) < j . 

etep 

Assume that Ri = Ri 1 V · · · V Rim , that 't/ s. l (-,Ri 8) < j, and that 't/ r< i. 
' ' ' 

Cr E "1' or Cr E {R0, • • • ,Ri_1}. Consider the resolution of Ri with Ci . 

Ci = Ci,l V · · · V Ci m• • Without loss of generality, assume Ci 1 = -,Ri 1 . Hence 
I I I I 

I (Ci,d=l (-,Ri,1) < j and so /MIN(Ci) < j . Thus Ci E "1' or Ci E {R0, • • • ,Ri}. For 

r>l, 1(-,Ci,r) < l(Ci,i) < j. Thus 't/ s. 1(-,Ri+i,s) < j. 

By induction, for every clause, Ci, in the refutation of {J, Ci E "1' or Ci is a descendent of 

"1' U {/J}. Thus, there is a linear resolution refutation of fJ from "1'. 

Trivial: Since "1' C r, the refutation from "1' serves as a refutation from r. 

QED lemma 1.10 

Theorem I 

If .6 = (D, W) is an ordered, semi-normal default theory, then .6 has an extension. 

Proof 

If Wis inconsistent, then .6 has the trivial extension, L. Hence assume Wis consistent. 

We proceed by constructing an extension, E for .6. First, let {Dd be a partition of D 

induced by I, as described in Lemma 1.7. Recall that by Corollary 1.8, if 6 E D0 then 6 

is a normal default, and that by Corollary 1.9, for i > 0, Di must contain at least one 

semi-normal default, say 
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We now construct an extension for A. 

Let A 0 = (D0, W). Since A 0 is a normal default theory and W is consistent, A 0 has a 

consistent extension, say E0
• 

For i > 0, construct Ai as follows: 

D.·' = { O /J: /J I O ; /J E D· V O : /J (\ "'( E D· --, If. Ei-l} fJ I fJ II J'F 

Where Ei-I is an extension for Ai-I· Since each Ai is a normal default theory, each Ai 
. 00 . 

has at least one extension, E1
• Let E = U E1

• Since W is consistent, so is E0
, by 

i=O 

Theorem 0.3. Since Ei is an extension for (D/, Ei-1), Ei is consistent if Ei-I is, and 

Ei-I C Ei. By induction E is consistent. We now show that E is an extension for A. By 
00 

Theorem 0.1, it is sufficient to show that E = U Fi , where 
i=O 

F0 = W, and for i>0 

00 

(1) We first show that U Fi C E. 
i=O 

a) F0 =WC E° CE. 

b) Assume Fi C E. We show that Fi+I C E. 

Fi+1 = Th(Fi) U {.8 I O
: j I\ 1 ED, et E Fi, (--.,8 V ..,,..,) ft E} 

i) Since Fi C E and E is logically closed, Th(Fi) C E. 

ii) Consider fJ E {/J I O 
: j I\ 'Y ED, cr E Fi , (--.fJ V --.,..,) i E}. 

Since cr E Fi , et E E , and hence o E Ej for some j . 

Since (--./JV -.,..,) ~ E, ..,,.., ~ EH, so 
O ~ fJ ED/. 

But -.fJ i E, so --.fJ ft Ei. 

Therefore, since Ej is an extension for Aj = (D/, EH)) and o E Ej, /JEE( 

There( ore fJ E E. 
00 

By induction, U Fi C E. 
i=O 
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00 

(2) Finally, we show that E C U Fi . 
i=0 

00 

A) Consider w E E0
. E0 is an extension for ~ 0, so by Theorem 0.1 E0 = U Gi , 

i=O 

where 

G0 = W, and for i>O 

a·w o 
Gi+l = Th(Gi) U {w I -· - E D0 , a E Gi, and -.w 'I. E }. 

w 
00 00 

It therefore suffices to show that U Gi C U Fi . 
i=O i=O 

00 

a) G0 = W = F O C U Fi . 
i=O 

00 

b) Assume Gi C U Fi, and consider w E Gi+l. 
i==O 

00 00 

i) If w E Th(Gi) then w E U Fi by hypothesis since U Fi is logically closed. 
i=-0 i==O 

ii) Otherwise w E {w I ~ E D0 , a E Gi, -.w (/. E0
}. 

w 
00 

But: 1) If w E Gi+i and E0 = U Gi then w E E° C E. 
i=-0 

Since E is consistent, -.w (/:. E. 
00 

2) If a E Gi then a E U Fi by hypothesis, so a E Fk for some k. 
i=O 

3) D0 CD 
00 

Thus w E Fk+l C U Fi . 
i==O 

00 00 

By induction, U Gi C U Fi. 
i=O i=O 

. 00 . 00 

B) Assume EH C LJ Fi, and show El C LJ Fi. 
i=O i==O 
. . • . 00 

Consider w E El. El is an extension for ~j == (D/, EH), so El= U Gi, where 
i=O 

00 

a) By hypothesis, G0 = EH C U Fi. 
i==O 
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00 

b) Assume Gi C U Fi and consider w E Gi+I . 
i=O 

00 00 

i) If w E Th(Gi) then w E U Fi by hypothesis since U Fi is logically closed. 
i=O i=O 

ii) Otherwise w E {w I O 
: w ED/, o E Gi , and -.w rt Ej} . 
w 

. 00 

Since a E Gi , we know that a E El and a E U Fi . Also, if w E Gi+I 
i=O 

then w E Ej so w E E. Therefore -.w t E, since E is consistent. 

o·w o·w -1 a·w/\.., If 6 = -· - E D/ then either -·- E D or -1 "'f. • 1 E D 
w w - w 

Thus there are two cases: 
00 00 

a) Either~ ED, a E U Fi, and -.wt E and hence w E U Fi, 
W i=O i=O 

o·w/\"'f 00 

b) Or . ED, o E U Fi, and -.wt E. 
w i=O 

00 

Clearly, if ( -.,., V -.w) rt Ethen w E U Fi . 
i=O 

Since w E E, it can be shown that ( .,,., V -.w) E E - .,,., E E. 

We show that -.,., <;. E. 

Clearly IMAX(-,"'t) < IMIN(w) = j. 

Assume-.,., EE. Then =t r>j. (-."'f E Er). 
r . 

By Lemma 1.1, (WU U CONSEQUENTS (GD(E\ .6.i))) f-- .,,.,_ 
i=O 

Thus there is a linear resolution refutation of "'f from 
r . 

r =(WU U CONSEQUENTS(GD(E1
, .6.i))). 

i=O 

Observe that if 6 E GD(Ei, .6.i) then 6 E Di' and so 

IM1N( CONSEQUENTS (6)) ...., i . By Lemma 1.10, the existence of a 

refutation of "'f from r, given I MAX(-.,.,) < j, implies that there is a 

refutation from 'If C r such that t/J E '11' - IMIN(>.) < j. Thus there 

is a refutation r rom 
~1 . 

'If =(WU U CONSEQUENTS(GD(E1
, .6.i))). 

i=O 

Hence '11' f-- -.,., and, by Lemma 1.1, '11' f-- -.,., - EH f-- -.,.,. But if 

6 E D/ then -.,., t EH and so EH f-1--."'f since EH is logically closed. 

Hence we obtain a contradiction by assuming that -.,., E E, so .,,., ~ E. 
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00 

Thus (-,1' V -,w) </. E and sow E U Fi . 
i=O 

00 00 00 

We see that Gi+l C U Fi , and by induction U Gi C U F i . 

00 

Therefore Ej C U Fi. 
i=O 
00 

By induction, E C U Fi . 
i=O 

i=O i=O i=O 

00 

Together, (1) and (2) show that E = U Fi , so Eis an extension for~
i=O 

QED Theorem 1 

Before presenting the proof of Theorem 2, we repeat the definition of the procedure 

to generate extensions given earlier. Superscripts have been added which serve only as 

reference points in the proofs. They do not effect the computation. 

H0 -w; j - O; 
repeat 

j - j + 1; hJ - W; GDJ - { }; i - O; 

repeat 

Dii - { er : fJ E D I (hii f- er), (hii ff -.fJ), (Hj-1 ff -.p) } ; 
')' 

if -,null(Dii - GDii) then 
choose 6 from (Dij - GDii); 

GDi~l - GDii LJ {6}; 
hJ1 - hij U {CONSEQUENT(6)}; endif; 

i - i + I; 
until null(Dl1 - GDl1); 

H· =h.i 1 J 1-

until Hj = Hj-t 
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Lemma 1.1 

If a is a finite default theory, then the algorithm can fail to converge only if one of 

the approximations is repeated. i.e. for some j and some k > j+l, Hj = H1c . 

Proof 

If a is finite, there are only a finite number or different combinations possible. Thus 

there are only a finite number of distinct H/s which can be constructed. If Hj = Hj+i, 

the algorithm converges. 

QED Lemma 2.1 

Lemma I.I 

If a is a finite, semi-normal default theory, and W is consistent, then 

Hi t- /J - Hi ff -.p. 

Proof 

Assume Hi t- /3, -.13. Let r, s be the smallest integers such that h/ t- /3, h8i t- -.13. 
Assume r < s, so h,i_1 ff--./3. By hypothesis, h8i t- /3, -.13. Now hai = ha~1 U {w}, where 

But if h8i t- /J, -.fJ, then (hL1 U { w}) t- /J, -,p so hL1 t- -.w and hence 

hai_1 t- (-.w V -.-y) which is a contradiction. The proof is similar if s < r. 

QED Lemma 2.2 
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Deftnltlon Z.3 

A default theory, .a = {D, W), is hierarchical if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) W contains only: 

a) Literals (i.e. Atomic formulae or their negations), or 

b) Disjuncts of the form (a V /J) where a and /J are literals. 

(2) D contains only normal and semi-normal defaults of the form: 

o : fJ a : /J I\ 11 /\ · · · /\ 1n 
or 

fJ fJ 
where a, {J, and "Yi are literals. 

Lemma Z.4 

If .a is a finite, ordered, hierarchical default theory, if W is consistent, and if fJ is a 

literal, then Hi-l f- fJ -+ Hi f-1---,p, 

Proor 

00 

Assume Hj-l f- /3, and consider Hj = U ht Assume Hj f- -,p, The proof proceeds by 
i=O 

induction. 

base 

hJ = W. Since Hj-l f-1--..,/J, clearly W f-1---,p, Therefore hj f-1--..,/J, 

step 

Assume hij f-1---.p and hi~l f- -,/J. hit= hij U {w}, where 

0 
: 1 /\ w E D, hij f- o, hij f-1--(..,1 V ..,w), and Hj-i f-1--(..,1 V ..,w). 

w 

Clearly, w ,'= -.fJ or else Hj-l f- -,w, 

Note that: 

i) Hj contains only disjunctions of two literals. 

ii) hij =WU CONSEQUENTS (GDij) 

iii) GDij C D 

iv) CONSEQUENTS(GDij) C Literala. 
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Consider a linear resolution refutation of fJ (i.e. a proof of -.fJ) from hi~i, with top 

clause /J. We continue by induction on the structure of this refutation. 

base 

w E Literala and w -=,': -,p so C0 -=,': w. Clearly, C0 -=,': /J. Thus C0 E h/ If 

C0 E hij - W, then C0 E Literala. But then C0 = -,p which leads to the contrad

iction that hij r- -./3. Thus C0 E W. Clearly C0 ~ Literala, as above. Hence 

C0 = (-.fJ V e), with e E Literala . Thus R1 = e -=,': 0 . 
step 

Assume: i) w ~ {C0, ••• , Cn_1} 

ii) {C0, ••• , Cn_1} CW 

iii) {R1, ••• , Rn} C Literala. 

Let Rn = '1 E Literala. If Cn = w then w = -.q so WU {w} r- -.13 but 

W C Hj-l and Hj-l r- /3, so Hj-l r- {J, -.p, which contradicts Lemma 2.2. Clearly 

'1 -=,': -.p, so Cn -=,': {J, or else W r- -,p which is false. Thus Cn E W. Clearly 

Cn ~ Literala, as above, hence Cn = (-.'1 V X) with X E Literala. Therefore 

Rn+l = X "F O. 
So: i) w ft { Co, ... , Cn} 

ii) { C0, ••• , Cn} C W 

iii) {R1, ••• , Rn+I} C Literala. 

By induction, there is no such resolution refutation and the required result is proved. 

QED Lemma 2.• 
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Lemma 1.6 

If A is a finite, ordered, hierarchical default theory, and { a 1, • • • ,an} C Literals 1 

then Hi+- (a1 V · · · V an) if and only if W +- (a1 V · · · V an) or Hi+- Oj , for 

some J· 

Proof 

( - ) Trivial. 

(-) Assume false, and consider a linear resolution proof of ( a 1 V · · · V an) (i.e. a 

refutation of (-.a1 /\ • • • /\ -.an)) from Hi, with top clause R0 E {-.011 ···,-.on}· 

We know that C0 E Hi U {-.011 • • • ,-.on}, and that, for i>O, Ci E Hi or 

Ci E {Rj I j<i} or Ci E {-.011 ···,-.on}. We proceed by induction. 

base 

Without loss of generality, assume R0 = -.01 • Clearly o 1 f. {-.011 ···,-.on}, or else 

W f- (o 1 V · · · V 0 11), so C0 (/. {-.01, · · · ,--.011}. Clearly C0 r a 1 or else Hi f- o 1 

which contradicts our assumption. Hence C0 = (a1 V ;) E W, for some; E Literala, 

and so R1 = ; r □. 

step 

Assume a) {R0, ••• , Rn} C Literal, 

b) {C0 , ••• , Cn_1} CW. 

Let Rn = 'I E Literala . Ir Cn = ..,,, E {--.01, · · · ,""'an} then W +- (o1 V · · · V an) 

which contradicts our hypothesis. If Cn = ..,,, E Hi U {R0, • • • ,Rn} then Hi+- o 1 
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which also contradicts the hypothesis. Hence CD= (..,,, V e) E w, with e E Literala 

and Rn+l = e =I- □. 

By induction, there is no such resolution refutation, and the lemma is proved. 

QED Lemma 2.5 

Lemma 1.8 

Ir A is a finite, ordered, hierarchical default theory, and o E Literal8, then Hi +- o 

if and only if W +- o or =1 fJ E Literals. I (fJ) < I (o), and fJ E Hi , and W +- (/J ::> o ). 

Proof 

( - ) Trivial. 

(-) Assume false and consider a linear resolution proof of o (i.e. a refutation of -,a) 

from Hi , with top clause ..,a, We proceed by induction. 

base 

Clearly C0 ,':- a or else o E Hi and I (a) < I ( o) and W +- ( a ::> o) which contradicts 

the hypothesis. Hence C0 = (o V -y) E W, for ")' E Literala. By definition, 

I (..,-y) < I (a). R1 = -y ,':- □. Clearly W f- (..,-y ::> o). 

step 

Assume: a) {Co, ... , cn-1l CW 

b) {R0, ••• , Rn} C Literala 

c) /(-,Rn)< l(a) 
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Let R0 = '1· IC C0 = -.q E Hi then Hit- o, _,,, E Hi, Wt- (-.q :::> o), and 

I (-.q) = I (-.R0 ) < I (o) which contradicts our assumption. If C0 = -.,, = -.o then 

wt- Ct which is also a contradiction. Hence CD = (-.,, V e) E w, with e E Literala' 

R0 +1 = e :/ 0, and l(-.R0 +1) = I (--.e) < 1(--.q) = l(--.R0 ) < I (o). By Modus 

Ponens, Wt- (--.e :::> o). 

Thus there is no such refutation, and the result is proved. 

QED Lemma 2.6 

Lemma 1.7 

If ~ 1s a finite, ordered, hierarchical deCault theory, and 

et E Literals, o 'I. Hi , o 'I. Hj , and et E H1c Cor i<k<j, then 

=1 /J E Literals. (I (/J) < I (o)) and /J E U Hi~Hr. 
i<r:5j 

Proof 

Let j be the least j > k such that et 'I. H j . 

Define D = { 6 E D I 6 = 1 : 
0 

/\ Wi I\ 
a Ct 

. 00 • 

GD 1 
- UGD 1 nD a - r a 

r=O 

Clearly GDj-1 :/ { } and GDj = { }. Consider 6 E GDj-1
• Since 6 't GDj three 

cases are possible: 

1) Hj-l t- (--.w1 V · · · V --.w0 ). By Lemma 2.5, there is an wr , 11ay w, such that 

Hj-l t- --.w. By Lemma 2.6, there is a /J E Hj-l such that I (/J) < I (w) and 

W t- (/J :::> w ). But then I (fJ) < I (et). Clearly /J ft Hj_2, so fJ is the required 

literal. 

2) Hj t- (-.w1 V · · · V -.w0 ). The argument for case 1 applies. 



3) Hj ff-,. By recursively applying the foregoing arguments to ,, we can construct a 

set of ,r's which were in Hj--1 and are not in Hj. The first of these to go into Hj-l 

must also go into Hj, unless Hj-l U Hj contains a /3 << "Yr << a which was not 

in Hi. 

QED Lemma 2.7 

Lemma Z.8 

Ir ~ is a finite, ordered, hierarchical default theory, and a E Literals, a E Hi , a E Hj , 

and a fl. Hk for i<k<j, then either 

1) =l /J E Literals. (l (.8) < l (a)) and ,8 E U Hi.6Hr, or 
i<r:$j 

2) =l /J E Literals. (I (/J) < l (a)) and /J E Hj and ,8 ~Hi. 

Proof 

Let k be the least k>i such that a~ Hk . Let j be the least j>k such that a E Hj . 

Consider 6 = ': 0 A /J E GDj. Clearly GDj :/: { }, and 6 ~ GD;. 
0 

Cases: 1) Hk f- -.,B, Hj ff--.fJ. This gives the first of the required conditions, by Lemmas 

2.5 and 2.6. 

2) Hk-l f- -.fJ, Hj ff--.fJ. The argument for case 1 applies. 

3) Hk ff-,, Hj f- ,. By Lemma 2.6, =l , 1 << a. 'Yi E Hj , 11 fl. Hi: . 

Cases: a) 11 fl Hi . This is the second of the required conditions. 

b) 11 E Hi . Repeating the above arguments for , 1 yields a (possibly 

cyclic) chain of 'Yr's such that 'Yr E Hi:_1 , "Yr~ Hi: . Consider the first 

'Yr to go into Hk-l . It must also go into Hk , which is a contradiction. 

QED Lemma 2.8 



Theorem I 

The procedure presented above always converges when applied to a finite, ordered, 

hierarchical default theory. 

Proof 

By Lemma 2.1, non-convergence implies there is a cycle. 1.e. for some i and some j>i, 

Hi = Hj and Hi -=/: Hi+l . 

Choose et E U (Hi~Hk) such that a E Literala and for every /J E U (Hi~Hk), 
i<k$j i<k$j 

-.(I (/J) < I (o)). Thus et is the "least" literal to change state between Hi and Hj. There 

are two cases: 

(1) If et f Hi and et E Hk then, by Lemma 2.7, =l /JE U (Hi~Hk). l(/J) < l(o), so 
i<k$j 

et is not the least such o, which is a contradiction. 

(2) If o E Hi and et fl Hk then, by Lemma 2.8, either 

a) =l /J E U (Hi~Hk). I (/J) < I (et) 
i<k$j 

so et is not the least such ct, which is a contradiction, or 

b) ~ /J. /J E Hj and /J f Hi 

which implies that Hi -=/: Hj which is also a contradiction. 

Therefore, there is no cycle, and so the procedure converges. 

QED Theorem 2 

Theorem 3 

The procedure given above always converges immediately when applied to a finite, 

normal default theory~ = (D, W) - i.e. Th(Hi) is an extension. 

Proof 
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Etherington (1982) shows that H1 = H2 if and only if Th(Hi) is an extension for t::... If W 

is inconsistent, then Th(Hi) = L which is an extension for t::... Hence assume Wis con

sistent. To show that Th(H1) is an extension for t::.., we invoke Theorem 0.1 and show 
00 

that Th(Hi) = U Ei, where 
i=O 

E0 =W 

00 00 

a) We first show that U Ei C Th(H1) • Recall that H1 = U h/. 
i=O i=O 

base 

Clearly E0 = W = ho1 C Th(H1) • 

step 

Assume Ei C Th(H1) and consider w E Ei+l . 

i) If w E Th(Ei) then w E Th(H1) , by hypothesis and closure. 

ii) Otherwise w E {w I ~ED, a E Ei, -.w ~ Th(Hi)}. Therefore H1 ff--.w. 
(,) 

Hence H0 ff--.w sir..ce H0 =WC H1. Also, a E Ei , so a E Th(Hi), by 

hypothesis. It foJJows by (Etherington 1982, Lemma 3.3] that H1 f- w. 

Hence Ei+1 C Th(Hi). 
00 

b) FinaJJy, we show that Th(H1) C U Er. 
r=l 

00 00 

Since U Er is logicaHy closed, it suffices to show that H1 C U Er . 
r=l r=l 

hue 
00 

Clearly hl -= W = E0 C U Er . 
r=l 

step 
00 

Assume that h/ C U Er, and consider hi~l . 
r=l 

hi~l = h/ U {w}, for some w E CONSEQUENTS(D/). 
00 00 

Since h/ C U Er by hypothesis, we need only show that w E U Er. 
r=l r=l 

Since w E CONSEQUENTS(D/), for some 6 = ~ED, a Eh/, 
w 
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H0 fl--.w, and h/ fl--.w. 
00 

By hypothesis, since o E h/, o E U Er , so o E Ej for some j. 
r=l 

Since w E hi~l C H1, it follows by Lemma 2.2 that H1 fl--.w. 
00 

But then by definition of Ej+i, w E Ej+l C LJ Er . 
r=l 

Combining (a) and (b), we have the desired result. 

QED Theorem 3 
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Appendix ll - Dictionary of Symbola 

Symbol 

E 
~ u 
n 
{ } 

t
tl
:) 
-, 

I\ 
V 
3 
V 

D 
Th -
iff 

<< 
<< 

t-+ 

L 
N 

Literal, 
v 
r 
A 

Definition 

Set membership 
Set non-membership 
Set union 
Set intersection 
The empty set 
Set difference: V - r == { o I o E v and o ~ r} 
Symmetric set difference: v Ar= (v - r) U (r - v) 

First order provability 
First order non-provability 
Logical implication 
Logical negation 
Logical and 
Logical or 
Existential quantifier 
Universal quantifier 
Scope indicator: Preceding quantifier binds to end of formula. 

The null clause 
Logical closure operator 
"It follows that" or "Implies" 
Ir and only if 
If and only if 
Therefore 

Strong precedence relation on Literal, X Literal, 
Weak precedence relation on Literal, X Literal, 
Function mapping 

The first-order language (i.e. all well-formed formulae) 
The set of all Natural numbers 
The set of all atomic formulae and their negations 
A set of formulae 
A set of formulae 
A default theory 




